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1. An executive summary of the project:
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: Access to high-speed broadband is a problem that impacts most rural counties across America. Lack of internet access has created disparities among rural communities in terms of education, healthcare, civic engagement, economic opportunities, and other important factors that contribute to quality of life. This was also true at the turn of the century when the modern-day electric network was being put into place and Butler Electric Cooperative (BEC) met the need of Kansans to participate in an increasingly electrified America. BEC was established in 1938 when local suppliers refused to provide service to rural residents. These residents are the ones who formed the backbone of the Cooperative, and two years later in 1940, the first lines were energized. Today, we are faced with a similar situation: how to provide the unserved, economically distressed, and most rural locations with reliable, fast, and affordable broadband service when no one else will? How do we bridge the digital divide to attract and keep future and current rural Kansans?  From its inception, BEC has aimed to improve the quality of life of its members and spur economic development and commercial activity. This value, unique to Electric Cooperatives, remains true today. It is one of the primary reasons why BEC has pledged to complete its original goal of building a 100% fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) network to its service territory. The pandemic put into stark reality our reliance on the Internet. Those unserved and underserved populations were not able to conduct their lives as they had before. Families were isolated unable to video conference, education moved online and left many students behind, telehealth was not an option for those left in the digital void, jobs were at risk without access to a reliable internet connection, and employment opportunities severely restricted. These were issues faced by many of BEC’s members. BEC, however, remains proactive in resolving these issues made apparent by the COVID-19 emergency, and has developed a solid project to ensure that these issues are not faced by our membership again. BEC is requesting funding under the Capital Projects Fund (CPF) for Broadband Infrastructure Program to contribute to Phase 2A of the network build. The total cost of this phase is 9,619,031.68. BEC is requesting $8,483,985.94 to assist with the deployment of a 100% FTTH network. BEC is prepared to cover the derived applicant match of $1,279,331.  will impact an estimated 3,200 residents and will connect 1,300 households, businesses, and institutions across the counties of Butler, Chase, Elk, Marion, and Greenwood (see attached Service Area Map for identification of project boundaries). All five counties are considered unserved according to NTIA’s National Indicators of Broadband Need Map (NBAM). Elk, Greenwood, and Marion counties are considered economically distressed; having a per capita income that is 80% or less the national average per the StatsAmerica Measuring Distress Tool.  The CPF for Broadband Infrastructure Program will provide BEC with the much-needed funding to deploy a full fiber-optic network that will offer residential and commercial service to symmetrical (same upload and download speeds) gigabit Internet, among the fastest and most robust in the nation, leaving the old networks and antiquated service levels in the past. BEC is pleased to present this request for funding and eager to change the future of our service territory with this ambitious broadband infrastructure project.  
	2: For over 80 years, Butler Electric Cooperative has been serving over 8,500 meters across seven counties: Marion, Chase, Harvey, Sedgwick, Cowley, Butler, and Greenwood. However, we also provide internet services to residents in Elk and Sumner counties. These are some of the most rural, unserved, and economically distressed areas that fall within BEC’s territory. Per the NBAM, all seven counties in our territory are unserved: having median speeds of less than 100/20 Mbps. FCC 477 data corroborates the NTIA results. This project will serve five of Butler’s seven county service areas: Butler, Chase, Elk, Greenwood, and Marion. The counties of Elk, Greenwood, and Marion counties are rural and considered economically distressed per the Economic Development Administrations Measuring Distress Tool. Butler county houses large metropolitan centers where sufficient Internet service is available to the community. Our service territory, however, borders these centers which have largely been neglected by ISPs due to the rurality of these areas and the cost involved in reaching these residents. As a member-owned utility, the greatest accountability is from our membership, we do not have the profit incentives of cable and telephone companies to engage in service practices that would be detrimental to our members. In 2018, BEC launched their wireless Internet subsidiary, Velocity, to provide Internet access to our service territory. The network, which was deployed in the fall of 2018, was originally designed to be a fiber network, but constraints such as high costs for Make-Ready Engineering and Construction would not allow for further fiber investment in the system, and we pursued a fixed wireless network for last-mile connectivity. BEC recognizes that a FTTH is the best way to ensure that members and surrounding communities receive service with the fastest possible speeds and lowest latency rates. Our vision is to expand and strengthen our existing infrastructure to facilitate improvements in remote learning, career opportunities, and telehealth. Strong and reliable internet connections will allow for successful communications including video conferencing, real-time remote instruction, and basic health procedures led by qualified physicians. In addition, the fiber build will enhance economic opportunity and development in the project area and potentially secure excellent sustainable on-site and remote employment for our residents. While the wireless network provided a short-term solution, it was always the intent of BEC/Velocity to deploy FTTH. Inflation and supply-chain issues from the pandemic and other economic factors have throttled our efforts to make this deployment a reality without incurring substantial costs. BEC/Velocity accepted the challenge of electrification in 1938 and Internet access in 2018. Now, BEC/Velocity is more than ready to step up to the challenge of deploying resilient broadband but asks the State to help fund this project so that we can continue to modernize to stay competitive and relevant. BEC has elected to bring in Conexon, a leader in rural fiber deployment, as a consultant to assist with the build and deployment of a full FTTH network. Headquartered in Kansas City, Missouri, Conexon works exclusively for Electric Cooperatives and shares the values of Cooperatives with a member first policy. The tens of thousands of fiber miles constructed by Conexon throughout the United States each year ensures preferred access to materials from manufacturers and distributors to help mitigate supply chain issues. To date, Conexon has assisted nearly 200 Electric Cooperatives, 50 of which are deploying successful fiber networks, helping to connect more than 200,000 FTTH subscribers across the U.S. Conexon will support and assist BEC/Velocity with all the resources available to them to ensure a timely and efficient deployment of this project.  
	3: BEC is seeking to address the inadequate and inequitable access to high-speed broadband in seven counties of its service territory. Phase 2A of the project and considered Priority 3 addresses five of the seven counties: Butler, Chase, Elk, Marion, and Greenwood. Elk, Greenwood, and Marion are rural counties that do not fall within a Metropolitan Statistical Area while Butler falls within the Wichita Metropolitan Statistical Area. Location next to an urban area, however, is not indicative of broadband access especially when looking in terms of affordability, latency and speed. The Center for Economic Development and Business Research predicts a sizeable shift from rural to metropolitan communities in the next 50 years. One of the many reasons for this is because these areas lack the economic opportunity provided by access to affordable and reliable broadband service. According to the Demographic Profile produced by Headwaters Economics’ Chase, Elk, Greenwood, and Marion counties have seen a decrease in population from the 2010 census, while its more metropolitan counterpart, Butler has seen a positive population gain; a trend we aim to balance.  Butler CountyPopulation:67,000Per the Demographic Profile produced by Headwaters Economics’ this county has experienced a population increase of 3.1% compared to 3% for the state of Kansas since the last census. The median income is $66,405 compared to $61,091 for the state. Individuals below poverty level were 9.5% and families below poverty level was 6.6%. The unemployment rate is 2.9% based on the last 24-month average according to the Measuring Distress Tool from the Economic Development Association. Chase County Population:2,604 Per the Demographic Profile produced by Headwaters Economics’ this county has had a population decrease of –8.1% compared to a net 3% gain for the state. The median income is $50,786 compared to $61,091 for the state. Individuals below poverty level were 13.8% and families below poverty level 10.4%. The unemployment rate is 3.79% based on the last 24-month average according to the Measuring Distress Tool from the Economic Development Association. Elk County: Population: 2,502Per the Demographic Profile produced by Headwaters Economics’ this county has seen a decrease of –14.6%  in population from 2010 to 2020 compared to a net 3% gain for the state. The median income is $42,564 compared to $61,091 for the state. Individuals below poverty level were 16.4% and families below poverty level 12.1%. The unemployment rate is 3.1% based on the last 24-month average according to the Measuring Distress Tool from the Economic Development Association. Greenwood County: Population: 6,010Per the Demographic Profile produced by Headwaters Economics’ this county has seen a decrease of –11.9% in population from 2010 to 2020 compared to a net 3% gain for the state. The median income is $43,320 compared to $61,091 for the state. Individuals below poverty level were 12.3% and families below poverty level 8.0%. The unemployment rate is 3.13% based on the last 24-month average according to the Measuring Distress Tool from the Economic Development Association. Marion County: Population: 11,865Per the Demographic Profile produced by Headwaters Economics’ this county has seen a decrease of –6.5% in population from 2010 to 2020 compared to a net 3% gain for the state. The median income is $50,816 compared to $61,091 for the state. Individuals below poverty level were 8.9% and families below poverty level 4.8%. The unemployment rate is 2.64% based on the last 24-month average according to the Measuring Distress Tool from the Economic Development Association.   
	4: This project will upgrade a currently wireless network to 100% fiber-optics that will serve 1,300 rural locations and approximately 3,200 unserved community members who do not have access to reliable 100/20 Mbps service. This includes approximately seven anchor institutions: largely educational and health care facilities as well as a considerable number of businesses throughout Marion, Greenwood, Elk, Chase and Butler counties. Recipients to be served by this network also includes individuals, families, farmers, students, and local representatives. These individuals recognize that Butler has their best interests at heart and have written in overwhelming support for this project. The community goals and the mission of BEC align regarding broadband access. Our residents know that we will work to improve their lives and livelihoods With the upgrade of the fiber-optic network, the expected outcomes include greater access to medical assistance and providers, improved access to education platforms, economic growth, and increased wages. Furthermore, the fiber build allows for future scalability as community needs continue to evolve.  
	5: Our mission is to answer today’s necessity of bringing the best possible broadband to the rural people and communities that make up our service territory. We see a future where every subscriber will have the immediate, unlimited, high-speed capability to learn from home, work from home, access remote healthcare, stream endless entertainment, connect with work associates, family, and friends, and participate in our modern, connected society. Businesses along the fiber route will be able to quickly and reliably serve customers, share data files, access cloud-based services and storage, and connect with business partners and suppliers across the globe. This level of fiber-based service will enable us to accomplish our vision to improve the quality of life for every subscriber, not just every BEC member. In summary, the network will give subscribers instant equity with learners, workers, patients, and friends across the country and around the world. The proposed network will rebrand our communities as “Gig Communities”. This will elevate our cities, counties, and our entire region in the eyes of employers and manufacturers and enable the region to compete for companies looking to locate in areas with a greater quality of life at a lower cost of living.  Not only will the proposed network enable the region to compete for new employers, but it will also attract individual professionals with high-paying jobs who are no longer tethered to big cities, tall buildings, and long commutes. Rural communities with fast, reliable broadband are more attractive to financial services professionals, software programmers, application developers, and other highly paid professionals. With FTTH, these professionals have the option of bringing their high-paying jobs to rural America where they can live, work, and raise their families. With world-class broadband, we can attract these workers and improve the overall health of the region.  Finally, advanced broadband will enable the region to keep its talent, especially its youth. This “brain drain” is a national problem for rural America. Rural counties like ours educate and prepare children for the world, only to see them leave the communities they called home in search of jobs, opportunities, and a better quality of life. The proposed fiber network will be a critical component in keeping our young people in the community to contribute their talents and raise healthy, productive families. With world-class connectivity, our young people don’t need to leave their homes and communities to enter the world, the world can connect to our homes and communities. Specific short and long-term investment benefits include: A reliable FTTH upgrade would be a lower maintenance technology allow requiring less exposure to the end user during times of crisis health or natural to maintain connectivity.  Broadband availability to 1,300 rural locations within twenty-four months. (See timeline attachment for specific locations by county)  Broadband offerings of 100 Mbps to 2 Gbps. Additional speed offerings are available for commercial customers, including direct ethernet connections. VoIP phone services will also be available. This is a massive improvement from our current offerings with a max of 100/10 Mbps Economic investment and development in the project service area Service to a significant number of underserved community facilities, including but not limited to water towers, 911 transmitters, schools, fire stations and other facilities deemed critical infrastructure.   


